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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY – ESG IN M&A
ESG (environmental, social and governance) is now a standard part of M&A as potential
buyers identify ESG related growth opportunities and risks of a target or a specific sector
ESG

The State of ESG

ESG Sell-Side M&A Considerations

ESG Disclosure and Reporting

◼

ESG has passed its inflexion point and is a top
priority for corporates and PE portfolio co’s

◼

Each target company should start early on their
ESG roadmap / checklist to “walk the talk”

◼

Limited mandatory ESG disclosure today, and
no global agreement on standardised KPIs

◼

Net zero CO2 by 2050 requires GHG emissions to
peak by 2025 and reduce 43% by 2030 globally

◼

Embed a culture of ESG in the organisation and
work with suppliers well ahead of a sale process

◼

ESG reporting mandates starting in UK and EU
– US SEC ESG mandate expected in a few years

◼

Large corporates are embracing sustainability
and PE firms adopting ESG processes & funds

◼

Corporates and PE firms are using ESG service
providers to support company ESG initiatives

◼

ESG disclosure more regulatory driven in EU
vs. predominantly stakeholder driven in US

◼

ESG-linked margin ratchets now a mainstay
of European mid-market direct lending

◼

Two-way impact of ESG – target’s impact on the
world and changing world’s impact on the target

◼

Sizeable corporates (e.g. Fortune 500) and PE
firms proactively issuing ESG related reports

◼

Greenwashing common in the public markets
– LPs and GPs keen not to make same mistake

◼

80% of total emissions from most sectors occur
in the company’s value chain (scope 3)

◼

Identify any “ESG reporting gaps” that exist
between the target and potential buyers

◼

PE firms operating in the EU, subject to level 2
disclosures of SFDR from 1 January 2023, to
report environmental data on portfolio co’s

Develop the right potential buyer list

◼

Russia / Ukraine – 850+ multinationals have
suspended operations beyond sanctions

Highlight and tell the ESG story

◼

New era of CSR – brands pressured to discuss
key social issues and stand by their values to
win loyal customers and hire the best talent

Company to evidence the ESG impact
Potentially prepare ESG sell-side DD report

ESG data will increasingly be used to ensure that key non-financial metrics are appropriately priced into M&A valuation
_____________________
Note: PE (private equity), LPs (limited partners), GPs (general partners), CSR (corporate social responsibility), GHG (greenhouse gas), DD (due diligence), KPIs (key performance indicators), SFDR (Sustainable Finance Disclosure Regulation).
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